Illegal technology use by collection agencies

This technology being illegally used by debt collection agencies worldwide is very sophisticated. It gives the collection agencies information and control over all private communications and over the human body and mind using data collected with the Electromagnetic spectrum.

They are able to monitor all physical and online activity, read emails and interfere with computer and portable devices.

They can use this technology to manipulate thoughts, emotions, and structure peoples experiences via repeated and continuous monitoring and harassment by interfering with the bodily functions. (More details the links)

This is not an individual but a social problem which will need consumers and regulators to be informed of the potential abuses of technology in the 21st century collection practices.

Anything you can do to share this information with consumers and regulators will be deeply appreciated.

========================================
USE OF ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION TO SPY and HARASS
(See link for details on the possible technology being used)
https://www.freedomfchs.com/resources/documents

========================================
- Use infrared and microwave image mapping and spectral reconstruction to invade privacy ... entire home mapped and monitored
- Monitoring is 24/7 and includes all family
- EM brain monitoring device which stores brain activity patterns and uses them to selectively manipulate
- Most likely remote EEG >> has subvocalization recognition capabilities (mind reading)
- Mobile - can be used from a car
- Use EM radiation to induce unpleasant sensations and pain (see links for the full list)
- Induce emotional states
- EM microwave burns
- EM manipulating of heartbeats/dreams/limb dexterity etc
- Jamming Internet and cell phone calls
- Operating during sleep cycles to manipulate memories
- Illegal hacking of electronic devices
- Bug and stalk/spy on online activity

========================================